Hands-free Treatment
The Freedom to Do More

US + RF COMBINED PROTOCOL - BEST PRACTICES FOR BEST RESULTS

To achieve optimal results, the recommended treatment protocol
for skin tightening and body contouring is a combination of both
UltraSpeed and Accentuate applicators. UltraSpeed uses a new type
of Ultrasound technology delivered with an extra-large applicator
plate for high speed fat reduction. This applicator features a plate
type sonotrode which emits simultaneously longitudinal and
transverse ultrasonic waves through concentric profiles.
The US energy is distributed homogenously throughout the
treatment area, effectively disrupting stubborn fat cells. Following
the use of UltraSpeed, Accentuate complements the treatment by
delivering RF energy into defined areas, heating tissues at varying
depths, and causing a thermal effect within the skin. Accentuate
contours and shapes the treated area by tightening the skin after
the fat cells have already been disrupted by UltraSpeed. This
synergetic pairing of technologies and applicators, addressing both
fat reduction and skin tightening in a single treatment session,
offers the ideal solution for body contouring.

Accentuate

A treatment protocol composed of 20 minutes of UltraSpeed
treatment followed by 40 minutes of Accentuate, provides highly
effective results for large areas.

APPLICATOR HIGHLIGHTS
AlmaWave 40.68 MHz
Powerful - up to 300 Watts

UltraSpeed

TREATMENT AREAS
Abdomen
Outer thighs

Real-time patient temperature control
Ergonomic design

Inner thighs

Remote heating

Buttocks

Independent single or double applicators use
A washable mattress and additional hygienic covers

ACCENTUATE THE POSITIVE

Accentuate offers a significant advantage for practitioners given
the fact it is a hands-free treatment, making it exceptionally timeefficient and valuable. Practitioners can position the applicator
on the patient, define the treatment parameters and benefit from
the ability to conduct multiple treatments at once. Accentuate
distributes RF-energy homogenously across the treated area
in close proximity to the skin, yet, without direct contact, thus
ensuring efficacy while maintaining treatment safety.
Throughout the treatment an internal cooling fan is continuously
operated to ensure that patient’s skin remains dry and comfortable
at all times. Temperature is continuously monitored and stabilized,
making sure that the treatment is safe even when the practitioner
is not present. Accentuate is a flexible device and can be deployed
using one or two of its applicators for consistent coverage of
large treatment areas. In addition, it features built-in pre-defined
parameters to suit patients’ individual needs.

THE ALMAWAVE EFFECT
The AlmaWave provides deep, homogenous dielectric heating
for visible, long lasting results. This intensive RF energy induces
heating of various layers of the skin, contracting collagen fibers
and stimulating the formation of new collagen to improve
skin's thickness and alignment. Utilizing the optimal AlmaWave
40.68MHz wavelength enables Accentuate to deliver energy
deeper and more effectively within the skin’s tissue.
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HANDS-FREE FOR ULTIMATE EFFICIENCY

In today’s world, the ability to manage resources and multi-task plays a huge role when it comes to maintaining
desired levels of efficiency and meeting ongoing business goals. This is particularly true for technology-driven
practitioners, especially when they want to develop their practice and offer top-notch customer service. The
chance to conduct multiple treatments simultaneously, while providing excellent care is undoubtedly the key to
professional leadership and business growth.

Accentuate is a hands-free, stationary applicator designed for body contouring and skin tightening, incorporating
resonant distributed RF energy and exclusively used with Alma’s Accent Prime platform. Utilizing the AlmaWave
40.68 MHZ technology, Accentuate shapes and tightens large areas of the body safely and effectively by delivering
energy within the skin.
Offering independent left & right side parameters, Accentuate also enables real-time patient temperature monitoring,
adding increased control and freedom for practitioners and patients alike. Accentuate provides optimal results
when used in a combined protocol following UltraSpeed. This synergetic combination of RF and Ultrasound
technologies enables enhanced effectiveness and significantly improved results.

BENEFITS
HANDS-FREE TREATMENT
COMBINED TECHNOLOGIES FOR ENHANCED RESULTS
SAFE AND EFFECTIVE
CLINICALLY PROVEN
NO DOWNTIME; NO SIDE EFFECTS
COMFORTABLE, PAINLESS TREATMENT
HOMOGENEOUS COVERAGE OF LARGE AREAS
ROI

ENHANCED BUSINESS PRODUCTIVITY

“I find the protocol that combines both UltraSpeed and
Accentuate leads to the best treatment results for large areas
of the body – including the abdomen, thighs and buttocks. In
just 1 hour, my patients benefit from tighter and contoured skin.
The added value with Accentuate is my ability to treat several
patients at once without having to be present personally during
the treatment.”
Dr. Stefania Enginoli, Studio Medico, Milano
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